
Sumo fixes charge also corner Japanese media 

TOKYO, Feb. 7 (UPI) --When a former sumo wrestler came forward two weeks ago with 
allegations that Japan's national sport has been plagued by years of match fixing, he probably expected 
the inquisition that followed. 

Keisuke ltai had surprised the nation by admitting that he had helped to fix matches in numerous 
bouts, including one against Hawaiian-born grand champion Akebono, and that more than a dozen top 
wrestlers had done the same in the 15-day tournament that ended Sunday. 

He claimed that that while rigged matches are less commonplace now than in the heyday of 
Japan's bubble economy, at least two bouts a day were thrown and nearly half of the top wrestlers are 
engaged in the practice. 

Moreover, he charged the sport's governing body, sumo coaches and the media with ignoring the 
issue. 

"All of the coaches know," he said. "The only thing is that they're not allowed to say. But don't 
blame the Sumo Association too much. Japanese newspaper reporters know about (the fixes) but don't 
write about it." 

Facing a packed room of reporters and news crews for a second round last week, the former 
wrestler found himself being backed out of the ring by reporters who wanted evidence of his claim. 
Baiting them with the names of two wrestlers he claims he rigged all of his matches with, ltai otherwise 
refused to be drawn further into the fray, stating simply: "No other sport all over the world has as many 
rigged matches as sumo has." 

The story has been covered by the weekly tabloids with flair but was relegated to the back pages 
by the country's leading newspapers and received only minor treatment by the major networks, despite 
the glare of lights inside the Foreign Correspondent's Club at ltai's news conferences. 

The reaction is a reflection not only of the timidity of Japan's mainstream media, but of a genuine 
reluctance to probe the pillars of Japanese society. 

''There are three issues that are hard for the Japanese media to bring to light: the Imperial family, 
religion and the national sport - sumo," said Masaki Takizawa, an economics professor with 
Kantogakuin University. 

"Regarding yaocho (match fixing), since the Japanese media has its traditions and customs, it's 
difficult for them to hit this issue hard." 

The Japanese media is divided into clubs that are assigned to exclusively cover specific segments 
of government and society that give reporters good access to the people they need to cover, often 
including late night drinks, but with a consensus to limit the criticism of their subjects. 

To investigate wrongdoing, especially independently, means to risk cutting off access. While 
coverage of political scandals has grown noticeably in recent years, in tandem with police investigations 
into the wining and dining of government bureaucrats, critical coverage of icons in society and sport are 
still noticeably lacking. 

"Media can't report from an independent standpoint because of the Japanese press club 
organization," said Gakushuin University law professor Akira Fujitake. "If a media organization points 
out the issue of yaocho on its own, it will never be able to get information on sumo." 

He said the same could be said of the lack of coverage of accusations that the 68-year-old 
president of the country's top talent agency had sexual liaisons with young boys that he had cultivated 
into famous actors and musicians. 

Last fall, the Shukan Bunshun weekly magazine became the only news outlet to risk alienating the 
talent scout, Johnny Kitagawa, when it ran a 1 0-part series detailing sexual abuse allegations against 
him, including references to liaisons pop singer Koji Kita mentioned in a book he published in 1988. 

The agency not only prevented other stars from meeting with affiliated magazines, but they are 
awaiting the verdict from a libel suit Kitagawa lodged against them, Kiyondo Matsui, its editor in chief, 
told United Press International. 

"Regarding Johnny Kitagawa, media outlets can't report from an independent standpoint because 
of commercial profits," said Fujitake, alluding to the millions a company could stand to loose without 
access to the agency's talent. "It's called yokonarabi taishitsu, or standardization. The Japanese media 
shouldn't be standardized." 
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